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Digidesign’s Official Pro Tools 101 Courseware takes a comprehensive approach to learning the fundamentals of Pro Tools|HD®, Pro Tools LE®, or Pro Tools M-Powered™ systems. Now updated for Pro Tools 8 software, this new edition from the definitive authority on Pro Tools covers everything you need to know to complete a Pro Tools project. Learn to build sessions that include multitrack recordings of live instruments, MIDI sequences, software synthesizers, and virtual instruments. Through hands-on tutorials, develop essential techniques for recording, editing, and mixing. The included DVD-ROM offers tutorial files and videos, additional documentation, and Pro Tools sessions to accompany the projects in the text. Developed as the foundation course of the official Digidesign Training and Education program, the guide can be used to learn on your own or to pursue formal Pro Tools certification through a Digidesign-authorized school. Join the ranks of audio professionals around the world as you unleash the creative power of your Pro Tools system.
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Beginning ScalaApress, 2009
The open source Scala language is a Java–based dynamic scripting, functional programming language. Moreover, this highly scalable scripting language lends itself well to building Cloud–based/deliverable Software as a Service (SaaS) online applications.
Written by Lift Scala web framework founder and lead...
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The Apache Modules Book: Application Development with Apache (Prentice Hall Open Source Software Development Series)Prentice Hall, 2007
The Apache Web Server (commonly known as "Apache") is, by most measures, the leading server on the Web today. For ten years it has been the unrivaled and unchallenged market leader, with approximately 70 percent of all websites running Apache. It is backed by a vibrant and active development community that operates under the umbrella of...
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Making Strategy Work: Leading Effective Execution and ChangeFT Press, 2005

	Without effective execution, no business strategy can succeed. Unfortunately, most managers know far more about developing strategy than about executing it -- and overcoming the difficult political and organizational obstacles that stand in their way. In this book, leading consultant and Wharton professor Lawrence Hrebiniak offers the first...
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Advanced Negotiation TechniquesApress, 2015

	Advanced Negotiation Techniques provides a wealth of material in a winning combination of practical experience and good research to give you a series of tools, techniques, and real-life examples to help you achieve your negotiation...
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Raspberry Pi 3 Cookbook for Python Programmers: Unleash the potential of Raspberry Pi 3 with over 100 recipes, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A recipe-based guide to programming your Raspberry Pi 3 using Python

	
		Key Features

		
			Leverage the power of Raspberry Pi 3 using Python programming
	
			Create 3D games, build neural network modules, and interface with your own circuits
	
			Packed with clear,...
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R Deep Learning Projects: Master the techniques to design and develop neural network models in RPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		5 real-world projects to help you master deep learning concepts

	
		Key Features

		
			Master the different deep learning paradigms and build real-world projects related to text generation, sentiment analysis, fraud detection, and more
	
			Get to grips with R's impressive range of...
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